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MEMORANDUM FOR: James Norberg, Chief, HFB, DF0, RES HFBSUBJ.JO/9

Raymond DiSalvo, Section Leader, FFB, DF0,RES TASK N0. : gue

FROU: M. S. Medeiros , Jr. , HFB, DF0, RES

SUBJECT: REPORT OF TRIP TO VIRGIL C. SU;1MER NUCLEAR STATION

Attached for your information and use as aoproppiate is a report of trip
to Virgil C. Summer nuclear station on Deumber 17 and 18,1981. This
plant contains a Westinghouse three-loop reactor which has just completed
hot functional testing in preparation for core load in late winter or
cariy spring 1982.

The operating procedures have been in preparation since 1976 and have gone
through several revisions as more up-to-date information has become avail-
abl e. The procedures were first written to reflect system descriptions,
piping and instrumentation diagrams, and the preliminary safety analysis
report. Subsequently, a contractor (NUS) was h: red to regrite the proce-
dures to incorporate component technical manual information, Westinghouse
generic procedure information, and comments resulti.1g from procedure use
during an earlier hot functional test prograc..

Also attached for your infomation is the latest copy of my " Operating
Procedures Thinking Paper" (marked 7-23-81 Rev.) which contains an overall
plan of action for upgrading operating procedures, of which first-hand
observations of the sort made during this trip are a part.

' Original signed WM.U. Medeiroc, Jr.

M. S. Medeiros, Jr.

Human Factors Branch
Division of Facility Operations

Attachments: As stated
cc: H. L. Thompson, Jr., DHFS RSS File _s 4g
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MEMORANDUM FOR: James Norberg, Chief, HFB, DF0. RES
Raymond DiSalvo, Section Leader, HFB, CTO,RES

FROM: M. S. Medeiros, Jr., HFB, DF0, RES

SUBJECT: REPORT OF TRIP TO VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION

.

Attached for your infonnation and use as appropriate is a report of trip
to Virgil C. Summer nuclear station on December 17 and 18,1981. ThiS
plant contains a Westinghouse three-loop reactor which has just completed
hot functional testing in preparation for core load in late winter or
early spring 1982.

The operating procedures have been in preparation since 1976 and have gone
through several revisions as more up-to-date information has become avail-
able. The procedures were first written to reflect system descriptions,
piping and instrumentation diagrams, and tiie preliminary safety analysis
report. Subsequently, a contractor (NUS) was hired to rewrite the proce-
dures to incorporate component technical manual information, Westinghouse
generic procedure information, and comments resulting from procedure use
during an earlier hot functional test program.

|

| Also attached for your information is the latest copy of my " Operating
| Procedures Thinking Paper" (marked 7-23-81 Rev.) which contains an overall
| plan of action for upgrading operating procedures,of which first-hand
| observations of the sort made during this trip are a part.

| M. S. Medeiros, Jr.

| Human Factors Branch
Division of Facility Operations

Attachments: As stated .

cc: H. L. Thompson, Jr., DHFS
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